Lockdown
support
Social ideas, engagement
tools and activities branded
to your own organisation!
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Lockdown support

Exclusive offer to
Chief Cultural & Leisure
Officers Association
members
Bigwave is immensely proud of our business
partnership with CLOA and we are all in this
together! We want to ensure our communities
stay active in mind and body during this difficult
time!

We are exclusively offering
the following Social ideas, activities
and engagement tools for just £899.
Fully branded to your organisation.
OVER 70% OFF the
standard price of £3,000!
Contact us now to find out more, order, or for a quote
based on your own bespoke requirements!
tomgozna@bigwave.co.uk
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Which one are you?

Example
Info
A series of 5 or
6 social posts
for Facebook
and Instagram
based on how
you like your
food and drink.
Additionally
providing the
nutritional
values of these.
Suggested
frequency:
Once a week
(6 in Total).
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Match the two images
Info
Facebook and Instagram stories game where you are
required to spot the two matching images. Fitness or
Facility images will be used.

Example
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Suggested frequency: Three a week (12 in Total).

Lockdown support

Mental & Physical
Health Advice

Examples
Info
A series of
social posts
for Facebook
and Instagram
offering mental
and physical
health advice.

marketing

Suggested
frequency:
Three a week on
alternative days
to the ‘Breathe”
videos (12 in Total).

HAVE A ROUTINE

and respect the circadian rhythm
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TOO MUCH NEWS

do not read/watch too much news
if it makes you anxious
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LIMIT ALCOHOL
try to limit your consumption
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STOP & Breathe for a minute

Examples
Info
A series of social
video posts
for Facebook
and Instagram
giving the user
60 seconds of
mindfulness.
Suggested
frequency:
Three a week on
alternative days to
the advice posts
(12 in Total).

Click here
to watch
the video
example
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Winter Workout Game

Examples
Info
Click here
to give the
game a go!

HTML Winter
Fitness Workout
game.
Suggested
frequency:
Once live, 1-2
months.
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Workout@home

If you haven’t already signed up to Workout@home
we are offering to setup the branded Website app and
the basic Design assets and social graphics FREE OF
CHARGE to CLOA members. This is based on Bigwave
providing the tools for the members to then take on
and manage internally.
Bigwave can also support the full product delivery
for any CLOA members that require full support
to promote the workout@home solution, This can
be quoted on an individual basis depending on
requirements.
What is Workout@Home?
The concept is simple. From cardio and strength to
body and mind, Workout@Home allows your customers
the choice to choose which exercises they’d like to do.
By giving your customers the power to create easy to
follow workouts, the chances of them sharing this on
social media for others to try is significantly increased.
Organically, Workout@Home has the power to reach a
wide audience as it encourages users to share their own
exercise combinations for others to try. Leisure operators
can post daily workout numbers, and followers of the
page can then try out different combinations each day &
enjoy a fun, feel-good home workout!
This is a fantastic opportunity to engage with your
customers everyday during these troubling times.
Through building a stronger connection with your
community, you’re showing why your brand can offer its
customers the best way to workout, both at home and
at the gym.
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Click here
and give a
workout a go!
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Workout@home

If you have signed up to Workout@home we are
offering 12 new workouts to promote through social
accounts.

Info
Continuing to give
customers a fresh
workout@home.
Social posts for
both Facebook and
Instagram .
Suggested
frequency: Three a
week (12 in Total).
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Watch out
for new ideas
coming soon!
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1st Floor, Exeland
House, Tudor Street,
Exeter, Devon
EX4 3BR
United Kingdom

